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Travers & Milgram Survey

 In an experimental study [T&M]
 Random individuals selected in Midwestern

America
 Given a letter with a target person’s info
 Target person residing in Eastern America
 Told to send the letter to an acquaintance who

is most likely to be associated with the target
person



 22% of the letters reached their targets
 Average number of intermediate

acquaintances was between 5 and 6
 “Small-world phenomenon”
 “Every individual in North America is six

acquaintances away from every other
individual in North America”

Six Degrees of Separation



Social Networks

 Two surprising properties of social
networks:

1. Seemingly unrelated people are connected
via short links of acquaintances

2. They are able to find these paths



Questions Raised

a) Why do these short links exist in the
network?

b) What properties of the network make it
searchable?

c) How do people find these links?
d)d) How can we use these properties forHow can we use these properties for

a more efficient search?a more efficient search?
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Centralized Search
 There is a central server that takes queries and

returns results
 Global knowledge of the network
 E.g. Search engines index web pages and store their

info on a central server
 Napster uses a central server that contains an index

of all the files every node is sharing as they join the
network. [Adamic]

 Slow with respect to network’s dynamic environment



Decentralized Search
 No centralized server, No global knowledge
 every node thinks for itself with the

knowledge of its immediate neighborhood
(posse)

 Recent peer-to-peer networks
 Gnutella: each node in the network knows

about the nodes in a neighborhood of a certain
size. [Adamic]

 When web crawlers search on the web
through links on different pages [Diligenti]



Common Networks: Small-world

 Small-world phenomenon:
“A social network exhibits the small-world
phenomenon if any two individuals in the
network are likely to be connected through a
short sequence of intermediate
acquaintances.” [Kleinberg]



Small-world Networks

 Characteristics:
 Small diameter: random unexpected long range

connections (relationships) that cause the network
to have a small diameter

 Strong clustering: neighbors of a node tend to be
neighbors themselves (friends of friends tend to
know each other)

[Watts]



Small-world Networks
 Examples:

 Collaboration graph of Hollywood actors
• The “ Bacon” number [Wikipedia]

 Collaboration graph of scientists
• The Erdős number [Mathworld]

 Hyperlink graph of the WWW
 So why do short links exists?

 Small diameter of the small-world networks
 This makes searching these networks possible



Common Networks: Scale-free

 Node degrees follow a power law distribution
 β  defined to be the degree exponent
 “Scale-free”: the network follows a power law

degree distribution independent of the system or
the identity of its elements [Barabasi]



Scale-free Networks

 Most nodes have few neighbors
 But there are a few nodes that are “well-

connected”
 These well connected nodes act as hubs

connecting lesser connected nodes
 Note: This is not found in random networks

[Adamic, Erdos]



Scale-free Networks

 A random walk in these graphs tends to re-
visit well connected nodes more often

 This shows that well connected nodes play an
essential role in the graphs connectivity

[Adamic]
 How to use the networks properties to search

it?



Scale-free Networks

 Observations:
 The underlying nature of these networks primarily

guides the search since the existence of high
degree nodes means that every other node is likely
to be within a short path of a high degree node.

 High degree nodes provide access to a broader
range in the graph



Scale-free Networks
 Peer-to-peer networks [Adamic]

 Gnutella’s user network:
• there are always those users who carry large collections

of files
• When searching for a file, the nearest such user has a

higher chance of returning the requested file
 Cities, towns, villages:

 Bigger cities connect smaller cities
 Observed in phone calls between people (by

AT&T) [Adamic]



Scale-free Networks
 Note: These networks do not occur by chance.
 As the network grows, new nodes tend to

associate with nodes that are more connected
within the network. (preferential attachment)
[Barabasi]



Scale-free Networks
 As the network grows, new nodes tend to

associate with nodes that are more connected
within the network. (preferential attachment)
[Barabasi]

 The probability that a new vertex is attached to
vertex i depends on vertex i's connectivity k:



Common Networks
 The small-world and scale-free networks are not

distinct from each other.
 Many small-world networks are also scale-free.

(They exhibit preferential connectivity as they
grow) [Barabasi]

 Examples:
 New actors in the movie industry
 New researchers’ collaboration
 New web pages on the web



Network Properties
 What properties of the network make it

searchable?

 Homophily: tendency of attributes of connected
nodes to be correlated

 Degree disparity: there are few nodes that have
high connectivity



Network Properties
 Homophily:

 Gives rise to search algorithms that favor nodes most
similar to the target [Kleinberg]

 Provides an approximation to a global gradient that
guides the search through local information

 Degree disparity:
 Gives rise to search algorithms that favor the nodes

with the highest degree [Adamic]
 No global information available to the search



Previous Algorithms
 Similarity-based : (small-world networks)

 Pass the message based on node similarity
 Heuristics?
 Higher homophily rate leads to better search

 Degree-based: (scale-free networks)
 Pass the message based on degree structure
 the target’s whereabouts is not always known prior

to the search
 E.g. Gnutella peer-to-peer search for files [Adamic]



Introducing ENV
 How can we use networkHow can we use network’’s propertiess properties

for more efficient search?for more efficient search?
 Previous algorithms used only partial

information of the networks properties
 Now combine the two types of algorithms:

similarity-based and degree-based
 Use both homophily and degree disparity



Expected Value Navigation
 Objective: Minimize the expected path length to

the goal

 Given:
 list of nodes already exposed to the message
 degree & attribute values of neighbor and target nodes
 the homophily structure of the graph



Expected Value Navigation
 Objective: Minimize the expected path length to

the goal



Expected Value Navigation
Algorithm:
 For each node that receives the message:

if the target node is a neighbor then pass the
message on to that node
else pass the message to the unvisited node with
the highest probability of having a direct (path
length 1) link to the target node.

 Break ties randomly



Expected Value Navigation
 How to compute the probabilities?
 Assumption: each link is placed independently of

the other links.
 For a link from node s to node t, the probability

that a link exists from s to t is:



Expected Value Navigation
 Let each node i have an attribute value a
 Then for a link starting from s, the probability that

it will end at t is proportional to the preference
between the two nodes:



Expected Value Navigation
 For a link from node s to node t, the probability

that a link exists from s to t is:



Expected Value Navigation

 If no homophily: EVN reduces to degree-
based search (the use of preference ratio in
computing the probabilities)

 If all nodes have equal degree: EVN reduces
to similarity-based search. (the use of
attributes in computing the probabilities)
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EVN on Synthetic Networks
 Set node attributes
 Different degree distributions: Power law

and Poisson
 Connect nodes (up to the allowed number

of connections) based on f preference values



EVN on Synthetic Networks

Control homophily by r
Control degree disparity by



Experimental Results
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ConclusionConclusion

EVNEVN
 distracts more from the network to increasedistracts more from the network to increase

search performancesearch performance
 can work well with dynamic systemscan work well with dynamic systems
 reduces to the other core algorithms in worstreduces to the other core algorithms in worst

casescases



Decision MakingDecision Making

 Search is formulated as decision making (bySearch is formulated as decision making (by
each node) under uncertaintyeach node) under uncertainty

 Deciding on the neighboring node that has theDeciding on the neighboring node that has the
highest probability of being linked to thehighest probability of being linked to the
target nodetarget node

 Make the decision based on the networksMake the decision based on the networks
homophily and degree disparityhomophily and degree disparity



Project ConnectionsProject Connections

 Dynamic selection of parameters for LRTSDynamic selection of parameters for LRTS
 In order to outperform the each of the coreIn order to outperform the each of the core

algorithms:algorithms:
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